Here is the list with ALL of the 3 digit device codes for TV 3 Digit Universal Remote Control

Code List For ALL TVs ADA – 007008 ADC – 003 ADMIRAL. To find the best code for your component, we have included a code list for 325 brands. This remote is designed for you to control up to 6 different components with one device. Compatible with TV's, Cable, Satellite, DVD, Audio and VCR.

All I really need to do is get the universal remote to control volume on the Supersonic TV. The channels are selected on the cable box, and the TV is connected.

The codes will appear below the list boxes. On the remote control, press a device key once (i.e. AUX, DVD, TV, CBL or STB), it blinks once. Then press. I need the codes for a supersonic tv to program directv..remote control. I do not see a code listing for Supersonic TVs in the DirecTV Remote Control Manual.

Universal Remote Device Codes

4 TV / CBL-SAT. Miray.................Supersonic............2544. SVA.

What is the universal remote code for a supersonic? Need the remote control number for a universal. manual codes for supersonic universal tv remote. The codes will appear beside the list boxes. Not all manufacturer brands listed may be compatible with this remote. Shinsonic, Sonic Blue, Sony, Sova, Sungale, Supersonic, SV2000, Sylvania, Symphonic, TAG McLaren

On the remote control, press a device key once (i.e. AUX, DVD, TV, CBL, or STB), it blinks once. Buy Supersonic Sc-26 Universal Remote Control - For Tv, Auxiliary, Vcr, Satellite Box, Cable Box (sc-26) at Walmart.com.
Programming your Optimum TV Remote

Control For remote control programming instructions, click on the image below that best matches your remote control.

assigned to control your TV unless an audio device is programmed into the your remote using direct code entry “on the back of this guide. tV Supersonic. remote using the codes on the TV. Follow these steps if you want to use your audio device to control the volume rather than the TV.

1. Supersonic. 1337. Product Type: Universal Remote Control, Connectivity Technology: Wireless, Compatible Devices: Auxiliary, Cable Box, Satellite Box, TV, VCR, Number. KT-super 1 universal a c remote control codes. Universal remote control codes for all tv and vcr brands including: at&t, beery systems, bondwell, curtis mathis. Code Lists / Liste des Brand Code List / Liste des codes de marque / y entrada de códigos de marcas, resaltado en la guía del usuario. Code TV Supersonic. For a three-component remote control, program the DVR Codes. Supersonic Universal TV Remote Control lets you spend more time enjoying your entertainment—and less time scrambling to find the right remote It runs up to 6.

Summary. Use this information to resolve issues with the Cox URC 8820 remote control. device you want to control. I tried all the codes for my brand of device, but none work. I want to switch the volume control from AUX back to TV. N/A.

Method B or Method C to setup the remote to control your TV. de la lista de códigos. TV code. Write the working TV code here for future use. Supersonic.
Press the RCU SETUP button to store the code for the TV. The TV button Used to enter remote control SETUP. Se utiliza para Supersonic. 1753, 2104.